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Manager Commentary The synchronous drawdowns in global equities from their December highs to the tentative lows observed so far in late January are equivalent to those witnessed in 2010, but not quite 2011. Nevertheless, it is clear to us that this is the most difficult period for stocks in five years. It is also notable that even during the drawdown of 2011 the US markets failed to push to new lows; so far that condition has been matched but only just (with the S&P holding both its intra-day August low and that of October 2014). As George Soros recently mentioned, market bottoms are always challenged, although he seemed to be referring more to January’s low. For our part we have been cautious since the universal sell-off in risk assets last August believing that those lows could be tested. So why are equity markets so weak? Below we try to explain the weakness without necessarily invoking an imminent global recession. Ultimately we think that recessions come from either a lack of cash flow to the Western consumer or from a financial excess which becomes exposed by the probing of market prices. We don’t believe there is any lack of cash flow to the consumer (quite the opposite in fact) nor do we believe that financial excesses are large enough to bring the financial system down. However, we do acknowledge that the markets are starting to price in a tail risk that could result in further turmoil should it come to pass. There are clearly two risk factors and one very low probability scenario stalking the markets…let’s examine each in turn. Oil The US shale oil sector has proven more resilient than anyone expected in terms of its ability to continue delivering crude despite the price war instigated by OPEC. Partly this reflects the legacy of forward sales sold at maybe $100+ and the lag between rig count falling and production cuts - put simply, you don't stop an already drilled well producing unless you are the Saudis. Further, rapid technological progress has meant that the industry has been able to cut costs faster than many insiders imagined, putting in jeopardy grand Arab sovereign plans to smoothly rebalance their economies away from oil. As it happens, and much to the dismay of OPEC, the duration of perceived low oil prices has extended out



almost indefinitely as the whole futures curve has sold off. Ultimately, of course, supply cuts will emerge – there is a huge difference between $60 oil and $30 oil and therefore one must imagine that we are closer to restoring some price equilibrium. However, just like the fixed income mantra that has proven apt, oil prices seem set to remain lower for longer.



To use a poker analogy we have moved from an environment where it seemed one group of players (sovereign OPEC) had a much stronger hand than the others (the corporate shale producers) to a situation where the weak players have survived against all the odds and could credibly contend to be the marginal swing producers. This has dramatically raised the stakes for everyone at the table as no one can really hedge their production at viable levels anymore: effectively the longer everyone has stayed in the game the more costly it has proven. With risk escalating in this unforeseen manner, and no contestant withdrawing, the pot of money continues to shrink (think of the oil price). The only winner of course is the house. Thankfully, the house is you and I, or more broadly the household consumer and given sufficient time we think it is likely that this windfall will be spent. That is to say that the shift of wealth away from commodity producers should prove highly beneficial for the world but in the short run the extension of the oil glut exposes far more vulnerabilities than previously imagined. In this respect it differs from the bubble in the nonconsumable asset of US property back in 2008 which represented 1.8x the size of the US economy and where the necessary deleveraging had no obvious positive offset from higher spending from other sectors of the economy. Contrast this with the prevailing fear over high yield credit. US independent oil producers have debt outstanding of $250bn, or 1.4% of US GDP, out of a total junk bond market of $1.3trn or 7.3% of US GDP. Backing up further, total US corporate debt is $7.8trn or 44% of US GDP. So we are willing to wager that neither shale oil bad debts nor indeed a wider malaise in junk have the potential to sow the same magnitude of damage spread by the fault lines that emerged in the US housing stock back in 2008. To us this is a cyclical rather than a systemic issue. One of the first signs that the commodity super cycle was starting to unwind became apparent towards the end of 2012 as the correlation between commodities and equities began to wane.



Since then the correlation with stocks has come back to the start of the super cycle, but is yet to go back to the zero correlation observed in the 1990s when metals did not feature highly in stock market prognostications. However the likelihood that the world returns once more to an era of developed market consumer driven growth should push this correlation back towards zero in a few years’ time. The same probably applies to oil. However it will take longer owing to the uncertainties thrown up by the price shock. Remarkably, it seems that we have shifted from fretting that oil mattered because there simply wasn’t enough, to agonising that there is just too much of the stuff! As a result the correlation of stocks to energy has not yet subsided in the same manner as we have seen in the rest of the commodity complex. Rather, oil and energy commodities have recoupled with equities as the aforementioned glut of supply has prompted default concerns as well as stoking widespread fears of more global deflationary pressures. Chart 1: Correlations between industrial commodities and equities / oil and equities



China Does it matter overly to the rest of the world if China’s GDP growth is slowing? This is not just a question of epistemology. It certainly matters of course to commodity producers and by extension countries such as Australia, Brazil and Russia, to name but a few. However, as the chart below suggests, the fault most likely rests with the other countries rather than China as its oil imports don’t seem to be the principal catalyst for the commodity price fall. Chart 2: Chinese oil imports (mm metric tonnes) 35
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Accordingly we must await indications that its price is stabilising before countenancing a resumption of a steady grind higher in stocks. However, given time we predict that the stock market’s fascination with the oil price will go the way of its cousins in the industrial and agricultural complexes and lose its ability to bewitch other investors.



And as we keep reiterating this supply shock should be offset albeit with a lag with more money in the pocket of consumers and so we are more upbeat on the outlook for nations (including China) with potentially large household sectors and little by way of commodity exports; their terms of trade have already improved considerably. Perhaps this is why China’s contribution to global GDP today has not changed despite the hullabaloo. As it gets bigger (see next chart), it continues to add roughly the same amount of incremental growth to a rather moribund global economy relative to its size the year before. And as China pivots to promote household consumption it is becoming more integrated with the rest of the world and therefore a larger determinant of GDP demand outside the commodity complex for the rest of the world. It is reminiscent of Japan more than two decades ago when just like China today it was the second largest



economy in the world. Again it is notable that despite descending into decades of zero nominal growth through the 1990s and beyond, its travails had little impact on US or European economic growth; mercantilist Japan was poorly integrated into the demand side of the global economy, except for commodities.



Chart 3: China’s contribution to global growth (%)



spectrum from Corbyn and Podemos on the left to Le Pen and Trump on the right. A Chinese devaluation would most likely lead to such fringe ideologies seizing greater power and so destroying the prevailing “Washington Consensus” and with it the promise of yet more economic growth. At worst we could see a mini dark age of rampant protectionism, global trade coming to a halt, a significant decline in immigration and even restrictions on overseas travel. The above paragraph is hypothetical and purposely exaggerated, but could form part of an extreme bearish narrative that would smash risk assets. Currently we don’t see it as likely and believe that calmer heads will prevail however clearly we must be cognisant of such dangers and need to be prepared should equity markets breach their January lows. Is it all a misunderstanding?



Source: IMF, World Economic Outlook and IMF staff calculations



Tail However what could, should and is troubling the world is the potential for a substantial devaluation of the yuan: this would surely have disastrous outcomes for global diplomacy and economics. China has already accumulated a large and growing share of global trade. A major devaluation would see this share expand further with the possible result of completely destroying manufacturing outside China.



Paradoxically, today’s angst that the yuan might devalue to stave off capital flight began with China’s decision to slowly embrace the free market. Back in 2010, the PBoC finally allowed appreciation of the yuan after two years of being pegged against the US dollar owing to the financial crisis of 2008. Given China’s trade surplus and expanding economy, and QE in the US, it was fairly clear that the yuan was profoundly undervalued. The appreciation happened in a fairly managed way, which meant that volatility was very low and an appreciating yuan was all but a given. This opportunity proved exceptionally rewarding and low risk; accordingly both foreign investors and locals alike built up very large exposures to the yuan in the offshore CNH market.



That is if the world didn’t respond. But we think it is clear that passivity would not be an option. China would quite rightly be considered a pariah and its policy makers must surely expect a huge increase in trade tariffs and competitive devaluations from other countries. Everyone would lose.



In early 2014, the PBoC started to worry about the huge leverage that speculators and commercials had built up in both the onshore and offshore (CNH) markets. They decided to act. The first foray was to push the yuan from the strong to the weak end of its trading band in an attempt to flush out weaker or newer speculators.



This fear, which despite disagreeing with we cannot rule out completely owing to the unpredictability of bureaucratic decision making, is rightly impacting today’s market prices. Even apportioning a small possibility to such an event has a significantly detrimental impact on the global economy via a reversion to protectionism and insular politics. Alarmingly, this trend is already prevalent in Western societies and traverses the entire political



The build-up in leverage had created a huge distortion in the level of offshore interest rates at 1% compared to onshore rates at 5%. This provided an opportunity to pay offshore interest rates and speculate that the unwinding of the carry trade would cause interest rates to normalise. This happened over the course of 2014 and especially 2015 when large scale capital outflows started to worry global investors.



Going forward China continues to neither be a fully free-market or a fully managed economy but we believe the underlying size of the speculative carry trade has been significantly unwound. In our minds the question is not one of capital flight but the extent to which commercial hedging of foreign trade has been brought into line. That is to say, to what extent Chinese exporters now hedge their overseas revenues into yuan. Previously the carry trade meant that exporting companies if anything over-hedged their expected foreign profits to build up excessive long yuan positions. But two years after the PBoC’s assault and having deployed $700bn of reserves to prove their point our expectation is that hedging practices are becoming more conventionally conservative. When capital controls meet free markets huge distortions present themselves



Whilst the structural move higher in offshore Chinese rates has happened, paying rates still makes sense as a hedge against fears of a Chinese currency devaluation. Unlike traditional hedges such as the US Dollar Index and US Treasuries, paying CNH rates continues to be an effective hedge to global equities with a higher negative correlation. Chart 4: Correlations between S&P and USTs / USD Index / CNH Strategy 1.0
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and see rates rise and so they sterilised their flows in the forward market. However, this only served to reduce the cost to speculators and commercials of being long the US dollar versus CNH and so it perversely acted to increase outflows of money from China; the exact opposite of the PBoC’s intent. Today they recognise the error of this tactic and have changed tack to prevent capital outflows and to restore confidence. Avenues to buy dollars onshore have been clamped down and they have withdrawn the forward sterilisation of their intervention program, allowing interest rates to go higher in the offshore market and ensuring that shorting the yuan is very onerous – at one point in January the six-month CNH yield hit 7% versus just 2.5% in the economically sensitive onshore market. This strategy has so far proven more successful than previous attempts at dampening outflows and hence we believe the PBoC will continue to use high rates in the CNH market as a strategy to deter further capital outflows. Just as with the oil price, the concerns over the path of the yuan exchange rate are likely to persist for as long as the Chinese economy remains in a state of flux. And it seems likely to us that the industrial sector and the much watched macro indicators will continue to prove feeble for some time. Accordingly the increased risk premium that investors are pricing in to assets globally as a result of these fears will probably persist; we are long this risk premium through our positions playing the ongoing domestic recovery in Europe and Japan, where monetary policy seems set to remain accommodative for a long time. But in times of such uncertainty we are only able to run these positions as we believe the knowledge that we have accumulated trading Chinese fixed income over the last several years will continue to serve us well in protecting the portfolio against the possibility of a renminbi devaluation. Conclusion
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Initially, following August’s unexpected devaluation, the Chinese authorities were hesitant to remove liquidity



If we were to rewind clock 10 years ago Eclectica were profoundly pessimistic. The world seemed out of sorts. Last year we found a way of expressing the malady that we could sense back then. It is shown overleaf in the chart that chronicles the S&P’s 75% drawdown versus a monthly risk-adjusted benchmark of 10-year treasuries.



The persistent relative weakness of stocks indicated ongoing imbalances in the economic system. We concluded that owing to a combination of the inflation shock of the 1970s, and the subsequent and powerfully disinflationary forces of globalisation and the World Wide Web, monetary policy was persistently set too tight. With hindsight it was a great time to be a creditor as policy tightness ultimately transferred a disproportionate share of global income from industrious debtors to rent seeking sovereign creditors. Today it seems the system is healing albeit with great turbulence. First QE eliminated the excessive risk premium embedded in sovereign debt markets and now the excessive (and arguably unproductive) savings accumulated by giant commodity and mercantilist nations is coming under challenge from the fall in trade prices and by the pivot to promote endogenous domestic growth from the household sector via higher wages in countries such as China and Japan. Chart 5: S&P performance vs USTs (risk-adjusted) 120%
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Accordingly whilst we are conscious, and indeed believe that we are prepared, for the fundamental challenges that confront the global economy we simultaneously must weigh the opportunities that will arise in a world where monetary policy remains stubbornly accommodating. For it seems very plausible that future economic historians will look back and conclude that today, just like the US during the 1990s, really was a great time to be a risk taker as the economic system shifted back to favouring the wealth creators. However, successful macro investing must



cross some challenging short-term threats if we are indeed to prosper from such a benign scenario; stay tuned.



Hugh Hendry Tom Roderick George Lee
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managed way, which meant that volatility was very low and an appreciating yuan was all but a given. This opportunity proved exceptionally rewarding and low. 
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